NY has permanently approved our school to offer the 75 hour NYS Licensing Course in
LIVE STREAM format with a LIVE teacher from the comfort of your home!

Students are loving it! Look at some of these comments…
“This is WAY better than online because Mike tells us what to focus on for the state exam compared to traditional
self-paced online courses where EVERYTHING looks equally important and you don’t know what’s important!”
“Mike makes the class so fun! I love the games to help us learn all the terms (so much better than just listening to
lecture in the classrooms and no distractions)!
“I think I like this better than coming to class every week, I can sit comfortably at home & get all the same info!”
“Mike interacts with students just as if they were in the classroom!”
“I love the detailed videos the school sends to me in addition to the live review that we’d normally do in the
classroom for each session”.

How it works:
Register by texting us at: 914-768-8797 – let us know when you are available to receive a call back.
Books and all materials are distributed every Monday and Thursday between 10am and 2pm, if you wish to
start more quickly a book in pdf format can be sent to you so you can start on any Tue/or Wed evening.
Program fee is $475 for tuition and $15 for all materials including text. If you need to pay with credit/debit the cost
is $515. Finish in 7 weeks by attending two evenings per week. To finish more quickly, pay just $100 more and
you’ll have your own dedicated teacher. Text over any other questions you might have to our text-only number.
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